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ILC RECORDED WEBINARS & WORKSHOPS

ILC ON-DEMAND LEARNING LIBRARY
ILC Teaching and Developing Skills Using Lean in the Most Unlikely Places
Learn about a lean system in an unusual environment and help you discover a potential solution to some
of your workforce challenges. And event with Iowa Prison Industries and Iowa business leaders.

Belonging & Building: Cultivating an Inclusive CI Environment w/Deondra Wardelle
How Lean Leaders can cultivate an equitable, inclusive, and innovative environment that actively
demonstrates respect for people.

Using Improv to Up Your Problem-Solving w/Elisabeth Swan
The same elements that make improvisers successful on stage can make you a better problem solver,
collaborator, and innovator. This interactive webinar with Lean Six Sigma consultant Elisabeth Swan will
teach you how to utilize improv to be a more successful problem solver.

Developing a Culture of Continuous Improvement w/Lisa Even
Learn to shift the mindset, cultivate motivation and give permission, and develop critical thinking skills in
team members to solve.

An Introduction to Lean Accounting 2022 w/Nick Katko
Lean is a mindset as much as a management tool. This webinar will help you learn the basics of a Lean
accounting system and how to use it.

Training Within Industry (TWI): Problem Solving
This webinar series will help you take a deeper dive into each of the modules that make up the TWI
methodology. This module will focus on how to get to the bottom of production issues (Problems vs.
Symptoms), problem discovery. and four steps of problem solving.

Training Within Industry (TWI): Job Safety
This webinar series will help you take a deeper dive into each of the modules that make up the TWI
methodology. This module will focus on the link between safety and production, how to get our folks to
think safety oriented, and the Job Safety 4-step process.

Training Within Industry (TWI): Job Methods
This webinar series will help you take a deeper dive into each of the modules that make up the TWI
methodology. This module will focus on the importance of change and how do we get people to accept it,
how to use the four steps to improve our processes, and Job Methods vs. Kaizen.
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Training Within Industry (TWI): Job Relations
This webinar series will help you take a deeper dive into each of the modules that make up the TWI
methodology. This module will focus on the importance of people in ALL our work, how to build and
maintain good relationships, logical problem solving for people problems.

Training Within Industry (TWI): Job Instruction
This webinar series will help you take a deeper dive into each of the modules that make up the TWI
methodology. This module will focus on the importance of planning your trainings—the training timetable,
how to prepare to train, the four steps of instruction (demonstration).

Coaching Kata Overview
This one-hour webinar facilitated by Jesse DePriest will provide an overview of the Improvement/Coaching
Kata and how it can be an effective way to teach teams to think scientifically about work and solve realworld problems together.

Danfoss Virtual Tour/Event
Attendees will participate in a virtual event featuring Ames, Iowa-based Danfoss Power Solutions, as team
members share information about their continuous improvement program.

How Lean Can Make Your Organization a Great Place to Work Panel Discussion
This virtual event will be a panel discussion including five companies named to the Des Moines Register's
Top Places to Work in 2020: Grinnell Mutual, Cambridge Investments, American Equity, REG, and Tri-City
Electric. In an era where companies struggle perpetually to find enough qualified employees, these
companies will show you how Lean helped them improve their ability to attract new workers.

Leading the People Side of Lean
This one-hour webinar will help you improve the way you interact with people along your Lean journey,
whether you’re in an official management role or an informal leader trying to influence and support
teams.

Lean A3 Problem Solving
This webinar will explain how your organization can bring to life the values articulated in its guiding
principles or mission statement. Learn to connect the values of Lean to problem solving and understand
what it takes to develop clear, concise, and effective problem-solving A3’s.

Value Stream Transformation
This one-hour webinar, based on Karen Martin & Mike Osterling's Shingo Award-Winning book Value
Stream Mapping, will describe how value stream analysis can be used in companies of all types and sizes.
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5 Problems with Your Problem Solving
People have been teaching problem-solving for decades, usually focusing on some form of PDCA (Plan, Do,
Check, Act). Yet somehow, most companies never really get beyond the templates and the terminology.
This webinar will explain what gets in the way of problem-solving success.

Staging Workplace Communication Webinar w/Stephanie Salasek
Become more organized and effective when communicating in large group presentations, meetings, or
individual conversations. Participants will learn the value of putting people first and understanding what is
going on with individuals in the audience before preparing content.

Training Within Industry (TWI) Overview
Nick Turner, owner and certified instructor at TWI Leadership LLC, will discuss the importance for leaders
to focus on training their people, how TWI can help with that, and who would benefit from using it.

Diversity and Inclusion Webinar
This webinar is designed to help equip and empower CI professionals with the awareness, impact, and
actions necessary to make a difference within and beyond the workplace. Participants will leave with a
greater understanding of: what discrimination looks like, the effects of discrimination on the individual,
the community, and the workplace, how you can impact diversity and inclusion in your organization as an
observer, influencer, and continuous improvement practitioner.

Virtual Tour – ALMACO
Join the Iowa Lean Consortium for this Continuous Improvement story as we take a virtual tour of Almaco.

Work From Home Round Table
This webinar is designed to help us learn from each other by talking about those challenges together. Join
Tracy Schuster, Iowa Lean Consortium program director, and a panel of other non-experts as they share
their wings and lessons learned while working from home.

Learning to Lead, Leading to Learn Webinar
In this webinar, Katie will present on becoming a more intentional people-centered leader. Katie Anderson
will share insights and practices about leadership and learning – and challenge you to set your intention
for your personal improvement.

Digital 5s For Organizations
This webinar is designed to show you how you can apply 5S principles to digital information in your own
organization. Participants will learn: why Digital 5S is important, what Sort, Set in Order, Security,
Standardize, and Sustain mean in a digital world, how Digital 5S worked in a real-world case study, how to
measure its effectiveness.
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Today's Effective Leader: Shifting from Cop to Coach to Counselor webinar with Mark
Graban
This webinar will feature Mark Graban, an internationally recognized consultant, explaining how
organizations can shift from a culture of compliance to a culture of continuous improvement – and in the
process, get on the path to better quality and higher levels of performance.

Coaching in a Virtual World Webinar with Mike Orzen
This webinar will focus on practical methods you can apply to create solid virtual connections, effectively
support others, and nurture personal growth. Mike Orzen, a 30-year veteran of Lean, Lean IT and cultural
change, will help you find the keys to coaching in a virtual world and show you how to help others deliver
real results.

Three Essential Leadership Behaviors for Creating a CI Culture w/Mike Orzen
In this webinar, we will identify what we believe (based on both research and the presenters' experience)
to be three keys for creating an environment where genuine engagement and transformation can occur:
#1. Ask, Don't Tell (unless absolutely necessary), #2. Listen with Interest and Awareness, #3. Check, Don't
Assume.

Creating Personal Productivity Habits That Stick – Webinar
This webinar will help attendees understand how cues, routines, and rewards help create new habits to
support the changes we want and help them stick for the long term.

Easing the Pain of Change – Webinar
In this webinar you will learn how to break the change of resistance by purposefully leading others
through a change in the way that helps team members not just “deal” with change but embrace it.
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Top 5 Recognition Mistakes w/Jamie Parker
Emotional Intelligence w/Stephanie Salasek
The 4 C’s of Trust w/Jamie Flinchbaugh
Caring for the Customer Webinar w/Susan Parker
12 Wastes of Product and Process Development
Using Personal Development Tools to Develop and Inspire Your Team
Electronic 5S: How Do I Put Tape Outlines on My Inbox?
Employee Under Performance
The Lean Turnaround
Your Brain is Broken and You Suck at Making Decisions
Unleashing the Power of Suggestion
Lean People, Lessons Learned
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